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ROTOCONTROL Appoints MPS Systems UK as
Agent in United Kingdom
MPS Systems UK to broaden their offering of flexo and offset printing presses with ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat
finishing machines

Trittau, Germany (July 18, 2013) – ROTOCONTROL, a manufacturer of leading-edge
slitter/rewinder inspection machines today announced the appointment of MPS Systems UK as the
ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat agent in the United Kingdom. MPS Systems UK, a subsidiary of the
Dutch MPS Systems B.V., will now offer the ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat brand of leading-edge
finishing machines for inspection, slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital labels and
booklet labels for converters throughout the United Kingdom.
Led by Nick Tyrer and Graham Carlon, MPS Systems UK brings
years of experience in the self-adhesive industry, with numerous
successful installations of MPS flexo and offset printing presses.
The company has opted for the ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat brand
to complement their product offering with a range of finishing
machine solutions.
Nick Tyrer, Sales Director of MPS Systems UK comments: “We
chose to represent ROTOCONTROL as the brand is well known
for market-leading design philosophy and reliable build quality.
We are impressed by the ergonomic design of the machines and
the technical advances that ROTOCONTROL have brought to
the market. Their constant pursuit of customer satisfaction is also
one of the major reasons we opted to partner with them.”
Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director of ROTOCONTROL
adds: “We are honoured to have MPS Systems UK represent the
Nick Tyrer, Sales Director of
ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat brand in the United Kingdom. This is
MPS Systems UK
already a key territory for ROTOCONTROL with an opportunity for
continued growth. Together with solid experience and a positive
reputation in the narrow web industry, MPS Systems UK is the ideal choice of representation in the
United Kingdom for ROTOCONTROL.”
ROTOCONTROL and MPS Systems UK have made numerous on-site visits in the last month and
have scheduled appointments for live demonstrations of ROTOCONTROL finishing machines at
Labelexpo Europe in September.
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About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines, including the
LeoMat brand, for inspection, slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital labels and booklet
labels for converters in the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options
featuring S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials.
Headquartered in Trittau (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level of
product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility with a focus on operator safety
and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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